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Strategies in a 2005 Light 
If techno-business meetings can be counted
on to provide a positive outlook for its atten-
dees, which most cannot, then the fifth
annual SIL must be one of the leaders. With
a record attendance of about 350, the
exhibits, the speakers and their topics again
provided an upbeat assessment, for all who
were present, of the markets for LEDs and
the products that contain them. New vendors
appeared offering new light fixtures and new
and more sophisticated drivers for the grow-
ing number of LED lamps being offered, all of
which will open up new markets for LED
products.
In keeping with tradition, the first paper, a mar-
ket review and forecast of this semiconductor
industry segment, was given by Robert Steele
from Strategies Unlimited-Pennwell, the meeting
sponsors. Once again, the light emitting markets
presented a picture of a very robust part of the
semiconductor industry.
The main highlight was that high brightness LED
markets continued to show strong growth and
increased by 37% in 2004 to $3.7bn (not includ-
ing high brightness LEDs produced in China), a
growth value that is not for off its compound
average growth rate (CAGR) of 46% over the last
10 years.
Dr Alan Mills
Reporting from San Mateo
Figure 1 The Jacksonville
Bridge and its lighting was
featured worldwide during
the TV coverage of this year’s
Super Bowl football game
(between the unfortunate
Eagles and the surviving New
England Patriots). 
This growth occurred in spite of price erosion,
especially in the lower performance categories.
The largest application, with almost 60% of the
market continues to be mobile appliances (cell-
phones, PDAs, camera flash etc), which grew 
by 57%, followed by the sign and automotive 
segments.
Since the largest application for mobile devices
is backlighting, 50% of the overall market is for
white LEDs, followed by nitride blue/green emit-
ters and 15% red, orange yellow (ROY) LEDs.
And, almost 90% of this market was shipped in
the standard 5mm package, with an InGaN/
AlInGaP unit ratio of 60:40. Again, the growth of
HB LEDs continues to out strip most semicon-
ductor markets.
Asia (Taiwan, Korea & China) has added 
capacity, to become the largest producing
region for HB LEDs and all regions are still
adding capacity, showing confidence in the
future, even though the number of players is
showing little growth (Taiwan and China
excepted).
However, even without the additional capacity,
there is overcapacity at the present time, creat-
ing severe pricing pressures, though future mar-
ket growth could change this situation.
Steele also indicated that many of the end use
markets were exhibiting strong LED demand,
such as the cellphone market, which had a 
good year in 2004 and grew 28% to a total of 
670m units.
Some market sub-segments such as camera flash
(the market tripled) and full colour backlit dis-
plays (75% growth) had very high growth rates,
as consumers showed their preference for new
technology.
However, the cellphone market is expected to
grow at a lower rate in 2005, and perhaps to 
saturate in the near future
The full colour sign (large display) market grew
by over 20% in 2004 and should continue to be
a good growth segment as assembly and LED
costs are being reduced.These lower costs are
allowing the penetration of new large markets
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such as college and high school stadia and
advertising signs, where the flexibility of the
video capability of these signs helps to promote
their acceptance. Backlighting for large screen
LCD TVs is a potential growth market for HB
LEDs and Sony released 40 and 46” models at
the end of 2004.
Judging by one of these 46”TVs on the
Lumileds booth and presumed to be using
Luxeon chips (side by side with a large CCFL
screen), definition and colour rendition of the
LED backlit TV were quite superior and should
sweep the market (but perhaps only after the
price is reduced a little from its current $9000).
The automotive market segment also continues
to grow, but at lower rates, with Europe leading
at about 80% penetration for rear and interior
use.
The first LED auto headlights are not expected
before 2007, but LED uses are increasing in all
geographic regions of the 60m worldwide 
market.
Thus, as growth continues in all the other market
areas, signalling, buildings, aircraft, marine use,
channel lettering and specialty lighting, such as
the river bridges of Glasgow and Jacksonville,
one can still pun on the future looking bright.
Folliwing an earlier report on Cotco’s intro-
duction of the 1W Dorado HB LEDs in the
US, (III-Vs Review Dec-Jan, p16) comes its
2004 trading results at the recent SIL meet-
ing in San Mateo.Cotco representatives
were upbeat about these, but were even
more enthusiastic about the use of their
Dorado 1W LEDs on the Jacksonville Bridge
project (Figure 1) and the Petco Stadium in
San Diego, which were mostly responsible
for the 10% growth in US December sales. 
Overall, the Dorado and SMT packages
were the main driver behind the 2004
sales figures of $70m, an increase of 45%
over the previous year. 2004 sales volumes
were also helped by other international
projects, including the Philips Lighting
building in Kuala Lumpur and the Sands
Casino in Macau.
Increases in sales for 2005 are anticipated
from higher lumen output products, new
lensed packages, increased use in channel-
letter signage, backlighting for portable 
multimedia products (PMPs) and in Hong
Kong, Japan and some other Asian coun-
tries, from the just released, portable play
station (PPS) with a 7" LCD display for
games and internet use. Its cost is in the
$300 to $400 range and it will use mini-
Dorado LEDs (a ½ watt package).
In the automotive markets, Cotco is expect-
ing their 1W red LED lamp to show
increased market penetration.
Development continues on the Mini-
Dorado LED for flashlight and digital cam-
era flash applications, on target for a gen-
eral release by mid-year. Also being devel-
oped is a three in one RGB package
designed for wide screen backlighting and
due for release in the 3Q of 2005. 
Vertical and side-emitting packages are
standard products in Asia where Cotco
provides focus groups for fixture design.
Similar services will be offered in the US
market later this year.
Although compact fluorescent lamps (CFL)
currently have a major share of the larger
screen backlighting applications, there are
issues that will affect future lamp selection. 
For the larger screens CFLs emit significant
amounts of heat and their chromaticity
varies over their lifetime, factors that make
them susceptible to competing products. In
Europe, the use of CFLs and CCFLs will be
restricted from 2006, because of mercury
content. For these reasons LEDs expect to
take a larger share of the future backlight-
ing markets. 
According to Sidney Chu of Cotco
International Ltd, other LED advantages
include the ability to maintain chromaticity
(by the use of smart drivers), the ability to
provide a thin profile, high contrast ratios
(>3000:1), natural colours, colour filtering
not required, and for Europe, no mercury
content.
Lighting bridges & semi-Dorados
